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Abstract
We will prove an analogue of Landau’s necessary conditions [H.J. Landau, Necessary density conditions
for sampling and interpolation of certain entire functions, Acta Math. 117 (1967) 37–52] for spaces of
functions whose Hankel transform is supported in a measurable subset S of the positive semi-axis. As a
special case, necessary density conditions for the existence of Fourier–Bessel frames are obtained.
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1. Introduction
While Fourier series rely on the fact that {eikx}k∈Z constitutes an orthogonal basis for
L2(−π,π), nonharmonic Fourier series allow more general sets {eitkx}k∈Z. They can be nonuni-
form as in Riesz basis [21], perhaps even redundant as in Fourier frames [13]. On their
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rems in spaces of bandlimited functions. As a consequence of Landau’s necessary conditions for
sampling and interpolation of such functions [10,11], we know that sampling requires {tk}k∈Z to
be “denser than Z” and that interpolation requires {tk}k∈Z to be “sparser than Z”. The set Z is
a sequence of both sampling and interpolation for bandlimited functions (this is known as the
Whittaker–Shannon–Kotel’nikov sampling theorem).
Likewise, let Jα be the Bessel function of order α > −1/2 and jn,α its nth zero. Several
classical results in Fourier analysis have been extended to Fourier–Bessel series [3,4,8,20]. The
theory of Fourier–Bessel series is based on the fact that {x 12 Jα(jn,αx)}∞n=0 is an orthogonal basis
for L2[0,1]. Thus, the study of more general sets {x 12 Jα(tnx)}∞n=0 leads naturally to “nonhar-
monic Fourier–Bessel sets”. Completeness properties of such sets have been investigated by Boas
and Pollard [2], and some stability results concerning Riesz basis have been obtained in [17].
However, the problems that arise naturally in connection with frame theory and, in particular,
questions related to frame and sampling density, have not been investigated up to the present
date. We will address this question in the present paper, as a special case of a more general
result, which gives Landau-type results in the context of the Hankel transform.
Throughout this paper S is assumed to be a measurable subset of (0,∞).
Consider the space Bα(S) of functions in L2(0,∞) such that their Hankel transform,
Hα(f )(x) =
∞∫
0
f (t)(xt)1/2Jα(xt) dt,
is supported in S. The special case S = [0,1] is an important example of a reproducing ker-
nel Hilbert space with an associated sampling theorem [9]. Moreover, this reproducing kernel
Hilbert space is strongly reminiscent of the classical Paley–Wiener space of bandlimited func-
tions. In particular, with a view to solving an eigenvalue problem arising in the theory of random
matrices, Tracy and Widom [19] have constructed a set of functions which play the role of the
prolate spheroidal functions in this situation. Such functions are examples of doubly orthogonal
functions in the sense of Stefan Bergman [1]. This automatically implies [18] that they solve the
concentration problem
λkφk(x) =
r∫
0
φk(t)Rα(t, x) dt,
where Rα(t, x) is the reproducing kernel of Bα([0,1]). Once we know that such functions exist,
it becomes natural to ask if the behaviour of the corresponding eigenvalues displays the “plunging
phenomenon” which has been observed in association with the “Nyquist rates” described in terms
of Beurling-type density theorems (see [10,18] and the discussion in [5, Chapter 2]). We will see
that this is indeed the case, even in the more general case of the space Bα(S), where S is a
measurable subset of the positive semi-axis.
The description of our results requires some terminology. A sequence Λ = {tn}∞n=0 is a set of
sampling for Bα(S) if there exists a constant A such that, for every f ∈ Bα(S),
A
∞∫ ∣∣f (x)∣∣2 dx  ∞∑
n=0
∣∣f (tn)∣∣2.
0
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f (tn) = an, for every tn ∈ Λ.
We say that a sequence is separated if the distance between any two distinct points exceeds
some positive quantity d > 0. For such sequences we can define densities which are suitable for
analysis of functions supported in (0,∞).
Definition 1. Let na(r) denote the number of points of Λ ⊂ (0,∞) to be found in [a, a + r].
Then the lower and the upper densities of Λ are given by the limits
D−(Λ) = lim
r→∞ inf infa0
na(r)
r
and D+(Λ) = lim
r→∞ sup supa0
na(r)
r
.
Our main results read as follows.
Theorem 1. Let S be a measurable subset of (0,∞) and α > −1/2. If a separated set Λ is of
sampling for Bα(S), then
D−(Λ) 1
π
m(S). (1)
Theorem 2. Let S be a bounded measurable subset of (0,∞) and α > −1/2. If the set Λ is of
interpolation for Bα(S), then
D+(Λ) 1
π
m(S). (2)
A major technical difficulty in the proofs of the above results arises from the translation in-
variance of Definition 1, since we cannot appeal to the translation invariance of the eigenvalue
problem which was used by Landau in [10]. For this reason, delicated estimates of operators
involving the reproducing kernels of the space Bα([a, a + r]) are required.
We will also prove that the separation condition implies the existence of a constant B such
that, for every f ∈ Bα(S),
∑
n
∣∣g(tn)∣∣2  B‖g‖2.
Theorem 1 can be seen from the frame theory viewpoint. A sequence of functions {ej }j∈I is said
to be a frame in a Hilbert space H if there exist positive constants A and B such that, for every
f ∈ H ,
A‖f ‖2H 
∑∣∣〈f, ej 〉∣∣2  B‖f ‖2H . (3)
j∈I
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stants A and B such that, for every f ∈ Bα[(0,1)],
A
1∫
0
∣∣f (x)∣∣2 dx  ∞∑
n=0
∣∣∣∣∣
1∫
0
(tnx)
1
2 f (x)Jα(tnx) dx
∣∣∣∣∣
2
 B
1∫
0
∣∣f (x)∣∣2 dx.
By choosing S = (0,1) in Theorem 1 one concludes that, if {(tnx) 12 Jα(tnx)} is a Fourier–Bessel
frame, then D−(Λ)  1
π
. In particular, the orthogonal basis {(jn,αx) 12 Jα(jn,αx)} is a Fourier–
Bessel frame, since the norm of each element is bounded away from zero and infinity [8, (2.3)].
It is well known (as a consequence of the Paley–Wiener theorem: see [9, Theorem 2]) that if
f ∈ Bα[(0,1)] then t−α− 12 f (t) belongs to the Paley–Wiener space. Thus, every sufficient con-
dition for Fourier frames also holds in the case of Fourier–Bessel frames. For an account of such
conditions see, for instance, those in [13, p. 791] and the references therein. Such an observa-
tion may be useful in the construction of the “Bessel analogues” of the hyperbolic lattice in [16,
Theorem 3.4].
Recently, Marzo [12] applied Landau’s ideas to the proof of Marcinkiewicz–Zygmund in-
equalities in the sphere. From his work we borrow an idea to start with the estimations leading
to inequality (1) and a method to deal with the case where a sequence of both sampling and
interpolation is unknown (as in our more general situation) or do not exist (the case for higher
dimensions in [12]). It is worth noting that analogues of Landau’s necessary conditions have been
also studied [7,6] using techniques from time-frequency analysis [14].
The outline of the paper is as follows. In Section 2 we collect some results about the convo-
lution structure associated with the Hankel transform. The key section is Section 3, where the
eigenvalue problem is formulated and the estimates of the trace and norm are obtained. Section 4
contains the lemmas which are required, in the proofs of the main results, to establish the con-
nection between the sampling and interpolation concepts and the eigenvalue problem. We prove
our main results in Section 5.
2. Bessel functions and their convolution structure
In this section we will use [15] and [16] as reference sources for some definitions and proper-
ties that are useful in the harmonic analysis associated with the Hankel transform. For α > −1,
the Bessel functions are defined by the power series,
Jα(x) =
∞∑
n=0
(−1)n( x2 )2n+α
n!Γ (n+ α + 1) .
Bessel functions are solutions of the second order differential equation
d2y
2 +
1 dy +
(
1 − α
2
2
)
y = 0. (4)dx x dx x
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formula
1
xm
(
d
dx
)m
Jα(x) = xα−mJα−m(x), (5)
valid for every positive integer m. We will make extensive use of the asymptotic formulae [20]:
Jα(x) =
√
2
πx
(
sinηx + ρ(x)
)
, (6)
with ρ(x) = O(x−1), where ηx = x − ( 12α − 14 )π , and
J ′α(x) =
√
2
πx
(
cosηx + ρ1(x)
) (7)
with ρ1(x) = O(x−1). Sometimes it is convenient to renormalize the Bessel functions in the
following way:
jα(x) = Γ (α + 1)
(
2
x
)α
Jα(x).
The functions jα are the spherical Bessel functions. They satisfy jα(0) = 1 and |jα(x)|  1,
for all x ∈ (0,∞). For the harmonic analysis associated with the Hankel transform one defines
a “Hankel modulation” (mλ f )(x) = jα(λx)f (x) and associates with it a “Hankel translation”
Hα(τλf )(x) = (mλ Hαf )(x) = jα(λx)(Hαf )(x). This allows to define a “Hankel convolution”
as follows:
f ∗α g(λ) = λα+ 12
(
π
2
) α
2 1
Γ (α + 1)
∞∫
0
f (t)τλg(t) dt.
Hankel convolutions are mapped in products via the formula
Hα(f ∗α g)(x) = x−(α+ 12 )(2π)α2 Hαf (x)Hαg(x).
The following property of Hankel translations, which can be found, for instance, in [15], will be
also required: if suppg ⊂ [0, d] and r > d then
supp τrg ⊂
[
max{0, r − d}, r + d]. (8)
3. The eigenvalue problem
Let S be a finite union of intervals and I be the interval I = [a, a + r].
Let D(I) be the subspace of L2(0,∞) consisting of functions supported on I and χI the
characteristic function of I . Let DI and BS denote the orthogonal projections of L2(0,∞) onto
D(I) and Bα(S), respectively. They are given explicitly by
DIf = χIf and BSf = HαDSHαf .
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λf =
∫
I
|f (t)|2 dt
‖f ‖2 .
This is a standard problem of maximizing a quadratic form and leads to the eigenvalue problem
λk(I, S)φk(x) = BSDIφk. (9)
Writing the operators explicitly and interchanging the integrals, (9) becomes
λk(I, S)φk(x) =
∫
I
φk(t)wS(t, x) dt, (10)
where, for a set X, the Reproducing Kernel wX(t, x) is given by
wX(t, x) =
∫
X
Jα(ts)Jα(xs)(tx)
1
2 s ds. (11)
Multiplying both sides of (10) by (xu) 12 Jα(xu), integrating with respect to dx in I and changing
the order of the integrals, gives the dual problem of concentrating on S functions whose Hankel
transform is supported on I :
λk(I, S)ψk(t) =
∫
S
ψk(x)wI (x, t) dx. (12)
Using this duality and a change of variables gives, for β > 0, the identities
λk(I, S) = λk(S, I ) (13)
= λk
(
βI,β−1S
)
. (14)
Now set
Rα(t, x) = w[0,1](t, x) =
{
(tx)
1
2
Jα(t)xJ
′
α(x)−Jα(x)tJ ′α(t)
t2−x2 if t = x,
1
2 (xJ
′
α(x)
2 − xJα(x)J ′′α (x)− Jα(x)J ′α(x)) if t = x,
(15)
and observe that
w[a,a+r](t, x) = (a + r)Rα
(
(a + r)t, (a + r)x)− aRα(at, ax). (16)
We will first study the case when S is a finite union of intervals. Suppose S to consist of n
disjoint intervals (b1, b1 + s1), . . . , (bn, bn + sn) and write s = s1 + · · · + sn. As in [10], the
cornerstone of the proofs consists of Norm and Trace estimates of the above operators. From the
above considerations one has
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∑
λk(I, S) =
∫
S
w[a,a+r](x, x) dx
=
∫
S
(a + r)Rα
(
(a + r)x, (a + r)x)− aRα(ax, ax)dx (17)
=
n∑
i=1
bi+si∫
bi
(a + r)Rα
(
(a + r)x, (a + r)x)− aRα(ax, ax)dx, (18)
and
Norm =
∑
λ2k(I, S) =
∫
S
∫
S
w2[a,a+r](t, x) dt dx
=
∫
S
∫
S
[
(a + r)Rα
(
(a + r)t, (a + r)x)− aRα(at, ax)]2 dt dx (19)
=
n∑
i=1
n∑
j=1
bi+si∫
bi
bj+sj∫
bj
[
(a + r)Rα
(
(a + r)t, (a + r)x)− aRα(at, ax)]2 dt dx. (20)
3.1. Estimation of Trace
In this section we will obtain the following estimation.
Lemma 1. For α > −1/2, Trace = 1
π
rs + O(1). More precisely, there exists a constant L such
that for all positive a, r, b, s we have ∣∣∣∣Trace− 1π rs
∣∣∣∣ L. (21)
Proof. We will first estimate the function
T(u) =
u∫
0
Rα(x, x) dx = 12
u∫
0
(
xJ ′α(x)2 − xJα(x)J ′′α (x)− Jα(x)J ′α(x)
)
dx. (22)
For small x, the power series expansion of the Bessel function gives
Jα(x) = x
α
2αΓ (α + 1) + O
(
xα+2
)
,
leading, for small u, to the estimate
T(u) = 12
u∫
O(x2α+1)dx.
0
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estimate T(u). Using (6), (7) and (15) one obtains, after some simplification,
Rα(x, x) = 1
π
+ (x), (23)
with |(x)| = O( 1
x
). It is possible (and it will be required for our purposes) to improve this
estimate even more, taking into account the cancellations resulting from the changes in sign
of (x). Use the second order differential equation (4) to rewrite Rα(x, x) as
Rα(x, x) = 12
(
xJ ′α(x)2 − xJα(x)
(
− 1
x
J ′α(x)− Jα(x)+
α2
x2
Jα(x)
)
− Jα(x)J ′α(x)
)
= 1
2
(
xJα(x)
2 + xJ ′α(x)2 −
α2
x
Jα(x)
2
)
= 1
2
(
xJα(x)
2 + xJ ′α(x)2
)+ O( 1
x2
)
= 1
2
(
xJα(x)
2 + x
(
Jα−1(x)− α
x
Jα(x)
)2)
+ O
(
1
x2
)
= 1
2
xJα(x)
2 + 1
2
xJα−1(x)2 − αJα−1(x)2Jα(x)+ O
(
1
x2
)
.
The third and fifth equalities in the above calculation were obtained using (6) and the fourth one
using (5). Now observe that ∫ u0 xJα(x)2 dx = Rα(u,u) = 1π + O( 1u ), and that the same is true if
one replaces α by α − 1. Moreover, from (6) we obtain ∫ u0 Jα−1(x)2Jα(x) = O(1). We conclude
that
T(u) = 1
π
u+ O(1). (24)
Finally,
Trace =
n∑
i=1
bi+si∫
bi
(a + r)Rα
(
(a + r)x, (a + r)x)− aRα(ax, ax)dx
=
n∑
i=1
( bi+si∫
bi
(a + r)Rα
(
(a + r)x, (a + r)x)dx −
bi+si∫
bi
aRα(ax, ax)dx
)
=
n∑
i=1
( (a+r)(bi+si )∫
(a+r)bi
Rα(x, x) dx −
a(bi+si )∫
abi
Rα(x, x) dx
)
=
n∑
i=1
(
(a + r)si − asi + O(1)
)= 1
π
rs + O(1),
entering the estimate (24) in the fourth identity. This is the required result. 
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This section contains the key step, which is the estimation of
Norm =
n∑
i,j
bi+si∫
bi
bj+sj∫
bj
[
(a + r)Rα
(
(a + r)t, (a + r)x)− aRα(at, ax)]2 dt dx. (25)
Proposition 1. If α > −1/2, the function Norm satisfies the estimate
Norm 1
π
rs −K log(r)−L (26)
for some constants K and L not depending on r or a.
3.2.1. Preparation lemmas
We divide the technical parts of the proof of Theorem 1 in a few preparation lemmas.
Lemma 2. There exists a constant L such that, for any positive b, s, a, r , we have the following
a+r∫
a
∞∫
0
[
(b + s)Rα
(
(b + s)t, (b + s)x)− bRα(bt, bx)]2 dt dx  1
π
rs −L.
Proof. The result will be derived by proving that
a+r∫
a
∞∫
0
[
(b + s)Rα
(
(b + s)t, (b + s)x)− bRα(bt, bx)]2 dt dx (27)
is equal to
a+r∫
a
(b + s)Rα
(
(b + s)x, (b + s)x)− aRα(bx, bx)dx, (28)
and then using Lemma 1 to bound (28). In order to prove that (27) is equal to (28) we first notice
that, if a  b then
∞∫
abRα(ax, at)Rα(bx, bt) dt = b
∞∫
a
b
Rα
(
a
b
z,
a
b
t
)
Rα(z, t) dt,0 0
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b
Rα( ab z, ab t) is the reproducing kernel of Bα(0, ab ), t → abRα( ab z, ab t) is a
function in Bα(0, ab ) and thus in Bα(0,1), since ab  1. Using the reproducing kernel property inBα(0,1) one gets
∞∫
0
a
b
Rα
(
a
b
z,
a
b
t
)
Rα(z, t) dt = a
b
Rα
(
a
b
z,
a
b
z
)
. (29)
We just proved that, if a  b,
∞∫
0
abRα(ax, at)Rα(bx, bt) dt = aRα(ax, ax). (30)
Then, as b  b + s, expanding (27) and using (30) on each of the 3 terms, we get the desired
equality. 
Lemma 3. Let
P(a, r) =
a∫
0
a+r∫
a
R2α(t, x) dt dx
and
Q(a, r) =
a+r∫
a
∞∫
a+r
R2α(t, x) dt dx.
Then, there exists constants K,L,K ′ and L′ such that, for every a and r ,
P(a, r)K log r +L, (31)
and
Q(a, r)K ′ log r +L′. (32)
Proof. Consider the following integrals
H1(y,u) =
y∫
y−u
∞∫
y+u
R2α(t, x) dt dx,
H2(y,u) =
y−u∫
0
y+u∫
y
R2α(t, x) dt dx,
I (y,u) =
y∫ y+u∫
R2α(t, x) dt dx.
y−u y
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exist constants K and L such that, for every y and u with y  u,
I (y,u)K logu+L. (33)
The bound on Q is then obtained by noticing that
Q(a, r) = H1(a + r, r)+H2(a + r, r).
To estimate P we have to separate in cases: if a < r then
P(a, r) I (r, r)K log r +L,
and if a  r we have
P(a, r) = H2(a, r)+ I (a, r)K log r +L.
We will organize the estimates in two steps: the first one contains the estimates of H1(y,u) and
H2(y,u) and the second one of I (y,u).
Step 1. Using formulas (6) and (7) one can assure the existence of constants K and K ′ such
that
R2α(t, x)K
1
(x − t)2 +K
′ 1
(x2 − t2)2 , (34)
for all non-negative t, x. For y  1 the result easily follows from the estimate of the Trace. Let
us consider y > 1. Using (34) in the definition of H1(y,u) we obtain constants K and K ′ such
that
H1(y,u)K
y∫
y−u
∞∫
y+u
(
1
x − t
)2
dx dt +K ′
y∫
y−u
∞∫
y+u
(
1
x2 − t2
)2
dx dt
Ku
∞∫
y+u
(
1
x − y
)2
dx +K ′u
∞∫
y+u
(
1
x − y
)2( 1
x + y
)2
dx
= Ku
∞∫
u
(
1
θ
)2
dθ +K ′u
∞∫
u
(
1
θ
)2( 1
θ + 2y
)2
dθ

(
K +K ′)u
∞∫
u
(
1
θ
)2
dθ
= (K +K ′)
∞∫
1
(
1
τ
)2
dτ.
The estimate of H2(y,u) follows the same lines.
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I (y,u) =
1∫
1− u
y
1+ u
y∫
1
y2R2α(yt, yx) dt dx.
Writing the integral explicitly and inserting asymptotic formulas (6) and (7), one sees that
I (y,u) =
1∫
1− u
y
1+ u
y∫
1
(Ly(t, x)+ Ey(t, x))2 dt dx,
with
Ly(t, x) = 2
π
sinηyxt cosηyt − sinηytx cosηyx
x2 − t2 (35)
and Ey(t, x) = O(y−1). As a result (and keeping in mind that u y), I (y,u) 2I˜ (y, u) + L0,
for some L0 independent of y and u, where
I˜ (y, u) =
1∫
1− u
y
1+ u
y∫
1
(Ly(t, x))2 dt dx.
Writing kα = −( 12α − 14 )π and using (35), gives
I˜ (y, u) =
1∫
1− u
y
1+ u
y∫
1
(
sin(yt + kα)x cos(yx + kα)− sin(yx + kα)t cos(yt + kα)
t2 − x2
)2
dt dx
=
1∫
1− u
y
1+ u
y∫
1
(
x sin(y(t − x))+ (x − t) sin(yx + kα) cos(yt + kα)
t2 − x2
)2
dt dx
=
1∫
1− u
1+ u
y∫
1
(
1
t + x
)2(
y sinc
(
y
π
(t − x)
)
− sin(yx + kα) cos(rt + kα)
)2
dt dx,y
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that there exists positive constants A and B , independent of y and u, such that
I˜ (y, u)A
1∫
1− u
y
1+ u
y∫
1
(
y sinc
(
y
π
(t − x)
))2
dt dx +B Aπ2S(y,u)+B,
where the second inequality is obtained doing a change of variables and writing
S(y,u) =
y
π∫
y−u
π
y+u
π∫
y
π
(
sinc(t − x))2 dt dx.
Yet another change of variables shows that
S(y,u) = S(u,u)
u
π∫
0
∞∫
u
π
(
sinc(t − x))2 dt dx +
u
π∫
0
∫
R−
(
sinc(t − x))2 dt dx
=
u
π∫
0
∫
R
(
sinc(t − x))2 dt dx −
u
π∫
0
u
π∫
0
(
sinc(t − x))2 dt dx
= u
π
−
u
π∫
0
u
π∫
0
(
sinc(t − x))2 dt dx,
the last equality being true because
∫
R
sinc(t − x)2 dt = 1. Now, Landau’s inequality [11, (8)]
gives
u
π∫
0
u
π∫
0
(
sinc(t − x))2 dt dx  u
π
−C log
(
u
π
)
−B.
It follows that
S(y,u) C log
(
u
π
)
−B.
Thus, for some positive constants K and L not depending on r ,
I (y,u)K logu+L. 
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Proof. Since the integrand is always non-negative, the double sum in (25) is bounded below by
any of the single sums. Thus,
Norm
n∑
i=1
bi+si∫
bi
bi+si∫
bi
[
(a + r)Rα
(
(a + r)t, (a + r)x)− aRα(at, ax)]2 dt dx. (36)
Denote each of the double integrals in the sum (36) by Ni . The duality (13) between I and S
gives
Ni =
a+r∫
a
a+r∫
a
[
(bi + si)Rα
(
(bi + si)t, (bi + si)x
)− biRα(bi t, bix)]2 dt dx. (37)
Set
Mα(x, t;bi, si) = (bi + si)Rα
(
(bi + si)t, (bi + si)x
)− biRα(bi t, bix). (38)
Using Lemma 2 with b = bi and s = si , we get that there exists a constant L0, not depending on
a or r , such that
Ni 
1
π
rsi −L0 −
a∫
0
a+r∫
a
M2α(x, t;bi, si) dt dx −
a+r∫
a
∞∫
a+r
M2α(x, t;bi, si). (39)
Applying the inequality (a + b)2  2(a2 + b2) to (38) gives
M2α(x, t;bi, si) 2(bi + si)2R2α
(
(bi + si)x, (bi + si)t
)+ 2b2i R2α(bix, bi t).
Plugging in (39), and doing a change of variable, we get
Ni 
1
π
rsi −L0 − 2P
(
(bi + si)a, (bi + si)r
)− 2P(bia, bir)
− 2Q((bi + si)a, (bi + si)r)− 2Q(bia, bir), (40)
with,
P(a, r) =
a∫
0
a+r∫
a
R2α(x, t) dt dx, (41)
and
Q(a, r) =
a+r∫ ∞∫
R2α(x, t) dt dx. (42)
a a+r
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Ni 
1
π
rsi −L0 −K1 log
(
(bi + si)r
)−K1 log(bir)−K2 log((bi + si)r)
−K2 log(bir)−L1. (43)
Finally, from the inequality above we find constans K and L not depending on a or r such that
Ni 
1
π
rsi −K log(r)−L. (44)
Plugging this on (36) we get (for new constants K and L),
Norm 1
π
rs −K log(r)−L.  (45)
4. Sampling and interpolation and the eigenvalue problem
In this section we will prove a series of results required to connect the sampling and interpo-
lation problem to the eigenvalue problem of the previous section. Here we will make use of the
convolution structure associated to the Hankel transform.
Write A  B to signify that A  CB for some constant C > 0, independent of whatever
arguments are involved. The next proposition is the analogue of Proposition 1 in [11].
Proposition 2. Let S be bounded, and let {tn} be a set of interpolation for Bα(S). Then the points
of {tn} are separated by at least some positive distance d , and the interpolation can be performed
in a stable way.
Proof. From
f (t) =
∫
S
Hαf (x)Jα(tx)(tx)
1
2 dx
one has
∣∣f (t)∣∣2 
∞∫
0
∣∣Hαf (x)∣∣2 dx =
∞∫
0
∣∣f (x)∣∣2 dx.
Likewise, the identity
f ′(t) =
∫
S
Hαf (x)
∂Jα(tx)(tx)
1
2
∂t
dx
provides a similar estimate for |f ′(t)|. The rest of the proof completely follows Landau [11]. 
Now we will prove the lemmas corresponding to Lemma 1 and Lemma 2 in [11].
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by at least 2d > 0. Let I be any compact set, I+ be the set of points whose distance to I is less
than d , and n(I+) be the number of points of {tn} contained in I+. Then λn(I+)(I, S) γ < 1,
where γ depends on S and {tn} but not in I .
Proof. To adapt the arguments of [11], we need the convolution structure associated with the
Hankel transform outlined in Section 2. Let h be a function with support in [0, d] such that we
can find constants K1,K2 such that its Hankel transform satisfies
K1x
α+ 12  (Hαh)(x)K2xα+
1
2 , (46)
for every x ∈ S. In order to construct such a function, we use the fact (see [20, p. 482]) that, if A
and B are real (not both zero) and α > −1, then the function AJα(z)+BzJ ′α(z) has all its zeros
on the real axis, except that it has two purely imaginary ones when A/B + α < 0. Thus, if z0 is
a complex number outside the imaginary and the real axis, then the function
x−α−
1
2 Rα(x, z0) = z
1
2
0
Jα(z0)x−(α−1)J ′α(x)− x−αJα(x)z0J ′α(z0)
z20 − x2
is bounded away from zero and infinity for every x ∈ S. Since
R(x, t) = Hα
(
χ[0,1]Jα(·t)(·t)1/2
)
(x),
then the function h defined via its Hankel transform as
(Hαh)(x) = Rα(dx, z0)
has the desired property. Now define
g(x) := f ∗α h(x) = xα+ 12
(
π
2
) α
2 1
Γ (α + 1)
∞∫
0
f (t)τxh(t) dt.
Since
Hαg(x) = Hα(f ∗α h)(x) = x−α− 12 (2π)α2 Hαf (x)Hαh(x)
and f ∈ Bα(S) then clearly also g ∈ Bα(S). It follows that
‖g‖2 
∑
n
∣∣g(tn)∣∣2.
Since K1xα+
1
2 Hαh(x), then
‖f ‖2  ‖g‖2.
By formula (8), supp τxh ⊂ [max{0, x − d}, x + d] and one can write
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(
xα+
1
2
(
π
2
) α
2 1
Γ (α + 1)
∞∫
0
f (t)τxh(t) dt
)2
 x2α+1
((
π
2
) α
2 1
Γ (α + 1)
)2( x+d∫
x−d
f (t)τxh(t) dt
)2
 x2α+1
( x+d∫
x−d
f (t)τxh(t) dt
)2

( x+d∫
x−d
τxh(t)
2x2α+1 dt
) x+d∫
x−d
∣∣f (t)∣∣2 dt.
Moreover,
x+d∫
x−d
τxh(t)
2x2α+1 dt = x2α+1‖τxh‖2
= x2α+1∥∥jα(x·)Hαh(·)∥∥2
=
∫
S
x2α+1j2α(xs)Hαh(s)2 ds
=
∫
S
(
(xs)α+
1
2 jα(xs)
)2(Hαh(s)
sα+ 12
)2
ds
= C′α
∫
S
xsJα(xs)
2
(
Hαh(s)
sα+ 12
)2
ds
m(S)
∫
S
xsJα(xs)
2 ds

r0∫
0
xsJα(xs)
2 ds, for some r0
 C,
for some constant C > 0. We have thus shown that
∣∣g(x)∣∣2 
x+d∫ ∣∣f (t)∣∣2 dt. (47)x−d
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∞∫
0
f (t)τtnh(t) dt = 0
for every tn ∈ I+. This gives g(tn) = 0, for every tn ∈ I+. Finally, using the separation of {tn}
and the definition of I+,
‖f ‖2  ‖g‖2 K
∑
tn /∈I+
∣∣g(tn)∣∣2 K ′ ∑
tn /∈I+
tn+d∫
tn−d
∣∣f (t)∣∣2 dt K ′ ∫
R+\I
∣∣f (t)∣∣2 dt,
1
‖f ‖2
∫
I
∣∣f (t)∣∣2 dt = 1 − 1‖f ‖22
∫
R+\I
∣∣f (t)∣∣2 dt  1 − 1
K ′
< 1.
Since K ′ is independent of I , the lemma is proved. 
Lemma 5. Let S be bounded and {tn} a set of interpolation for Bα(S), whose points are separated
by at least d > 0. Let I be any compact set, I− be the set of points whose distance to the
complement of I exceeds d2 , and n(I−) be the number of points of {tn} contained in I−. Then
λn(I−)−1(I, S) δ > 0, where δ depends on S and {tn} but not in I .
Proof. We have shown in Proposition 1 that the interpolation can be done in a stable way, thus
‖g‖2 K
∑
n
∣∣g(tn)∣∣2.
Now, for each tl let φl ∈ B(S) be the interpolating function that is 1 at tl and 0 in the rest of
the tn, all these functions are linearly independent. Let h be the same as in the proof of Lemma 4
and define ψl ∈ Bα(S) by
(ψl)(x) = Hα
(
(.)α+ 12
(2π)
α
2
Hαφl(.)
Hαh(.)
)
,
for every x ∈ S (recall that x−α− 12 Hαh is bounded away from zero in S). By Hankel transform,
φn = ψn ∗α h.
Given f ∈ span{ψn}tn∈I− , let g = f ∗α h. Then g is a linear combination of φn with tn ∈ I−,
thus g(tn) = 0 for tn /∈ I−. We get, using the estimates of the proof of Lemma 4 leading to (47),
‖f ‖2 K‖g‖2 K ′
∑
tn∈I−
∣∣g(tn)∣∣2 K ′′ ∑
tn∈I−
tn+d∫ ∣∣f (t)∣∣2 dt K ′′ ∫ ∣∣f (t)∣∣2 dt
tn−d I
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λk−1(I, S) inf
f∈span{ψn}tn∈I−
∫
I
|f (t)|2 dt∫∞
0 |f (t)|2 dt
 1
K ′′
.
Once again K ′′ does not depend on I and we are done. 
The information contained in the proof of the above lemmas, namely inequality (47), allows
to show that the separation implies the upper inequality in the definitions of sampling and the
frame properties.
Proposition 3. Let S be bounded, and let {tn} be a set of points separated by at least some
positive distance d . Then, there exists a constant B such that, for every f ∈ Bα(S), we have∑
n
∣∣g(tn)∣∣2  B‖g‖2.
Proof. Let g ∈ Bα(S) and h the function constructed in Lemma 4. Write
f = Hα
(
(.)α+ 12
(2π)
α
2
Hαg(.)
Hαh(.)
)
.
Clearly f ∈ Bα(S) and by construction g = f ∗α h. Thus the estimate (46) gives
‖f ‖2 = ‖Hαf ‖2  C
∥∥(.)−α− 12 (Hαh)(.)(Hαf )(.)∥∥2 = C‖Hαg‖2 = C‖g‖2,
with C independent of g. In the proof of Lemma 4 we have seen that if g = f ∗α h then (47)
holds, allowing us to write
∑
n
∣∣g(tn)∣∣2  C∑
n
x+d∫
x−d
∣∣f (t)∣∣2 dt = C‖f ‖2  C′‖g‖2. 
5. Proof of the main results
Let {tn} be a sequence with separation constant d . We will denote by S+ the set of points
whose distance to S is less than d and by S− the set of points whose distance to the complement
of S exceeds d . We will use the notation x to denote the largest integer smaller or equal than x.
Using the identities (13) and (14) one can see that λk−1(r, S) is also the kth eigenvalue of
the problem of concentrating on the set rS the functions whose Hankel transform is supported
in [0,1]. The sampling theorem associated with the Hankel transform [9] (together with the [8,
(2.3)]) states that {jα,n} is a sequence of both sampling and interpolation, and is known to be
a perturbation of the set { n
π
}. Then, there exists Υ = O(1) such that, when S is the union of
N intervals, the number of these points contained in S+ is at most  1
π
r m(S) + ΥN and their
number in S− is at least  1
π
r m(S) − ΥN . Now, from Lemma 5 and Lemma 6 of Section 5,
there are γ0, δ0 such that
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π
r m(S)+ΥN(r, S) γ0 < 1, (48)
λ 1
π
r m(S)−ΥN−1(r, S) δ0 > 0. (49)
Theorem 3 (Sampling). Let S be a finite union of intervals. If {tn} is a set of sampling for Bα(S),
then [0, r] must contain at least ( 1
π
r m(S)−A log r −B) points of {tn}, with A and B constants
not depending on r .
Proof. Let {tn} is a set of sampling for Bα(S). By Lemma 4 there exists γ independent of r such
that
λn(I)+2  λn(I+)  γ < 1.
From (49),
λ 1
π
r m(S)−ΥN−1(r, S) δ0 > 0.
As the number of eigenvalues between δ0 and γ increase at most logarithmically with r , we have
⌊
1
π
r m(S)
⌋
−ΥN − 1 − n(I)+ 2A′ log r +B ′.
Thus,
n(I) 1
π
r m(S)−A log r −B,
for some A and B not depending on r . 
Theorem 4 (Interpolation). Let S be a finite union of intervals. If {tn} is a set of interpolation
for Bα(S), then [0, r] must not contain more than ( 1π r m(S) − C log r − D) points of {tn}, with
C and D constants not depending on r .
Proof. Let {tn} be a set of interpolation for Bα(S). By Lemma 5 there exists δ independent of r
such that
λn(I)−3  λn(I−)  δ > 0.
From (48),
λ 1
π
r m(S)+ΥN(r, S) γ0 < 1.
As the number of eigenvalues between δ and γ0 increase at most logarithmically with r we have
(
n(I)− 3)−(⌊ 1 r m(S)⌋+ΥN) C′ log r +D′.π
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n(I) 1
π
r m(S)+C log r +D,
for constants C,D not depending on r . 
To extend the result to more general sets, we can proceed as in Landau [10, pp. 49–50].
In the sampling case, the result can be extended to a general measurable set S by observing
that it suffices to prove the result for compact sets and then cover a compact S set by a finite
collection of intervals with disjoint interiors and measure arbitrary close to the measure of S.
In the interpolation case, the result is extended to bounded measurable sets by approximating in
measure from the outside by bounded open sets.
Finally we remark that the case of functions whose Hankel transform is supported on [a, a+r]
cannot be reduced to a case where a sequence of both sampling and interpolation is known
to exists (since, unlike the Fourier case, our eigenvalue problem is not translation invariant).
Nevertheless, we can still obtain asymptotic versions of the inequalities which can be used to
prove Theorem 1 and Theorem 2. This problem is also present in [12], who offers a solution
which can be adapted to our setting. From Lemma 4 we know that
#
{
λj (I, S) > γ
}
 n
(
I+
)
 n(I)+ o(r), r → ∞,
and using exactly the same argument of [12, p. 582], we can obtain the lower estimate
#
{
λj (I, S) > γ
}
 Trace− 1
1 − γ (Trace−Norm).
Thus,
n(I) 1
π
rm(S)− 1
1 − γ A log r −B − o(r) r → ∞.
The estimate required for interpolation can be obtained in a similar way. Now, Theorem 1 and
Theorem 2 are straightforward consequences of the definitions of lower and upper density.
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